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Chapter 361 Who was Jeremy? He was an actual government official! He worked in the government offi

ce and held real power. In the eyes of the Wilson family, such an existence was definitely someone they 

could fawn over.  

His status was rather high.  

What about Sean?  

A cripple!  

He was still a penniless cripple who had nothing and even wanted Willow to pay for his medical bills!  

It could be said that compared to Sean, Jeremy was like heaven while Sean was earth.  

Even if Sean worked hard his entire life, he would never be able to reach Jeremy‘s level.  

However, Jeremy, the important figure in the eyes of the Wilson family, had greeted Sean respectfully.  

How could anyone not be shocked by this scene? “Ahem, well, Jeremy, I know you‘re just teasing him, ri

ght? Haha!” Yael laughed and said, “But they‘re leaving. Ignore them. Let‘s drink.”  

“Yes, yes. Jeremy must be mocking Sean on purpose. I can tell.” “Haha, I wonder if Sean dares to answer

?” A few of the Wilson fan ily members beside Yael chuckled.  

However, what they did 

not realize was that Jeremy did not look like he was joking at all. He looked extremely serious. He was no

t the only one. Jeremy‘s mother–in-

law, Lucy, and Lucy‘s children were all silent. When they first entered the room, they were all smiling ha

ppily. However, each of them was more silent than the other at this moment as if they were being suppr

essed by Sean. “Lucy, what‘s wrong? What are you waiting for?” “Come and sit down. Tell Jeremy to sto

p playing around. What‘s there to play around with a cripple?”  

Xandra‘s mouth twitched before she called out to Lucy.  

“Cough.”  

It was only then that Lucy slowly came back to her senses. Then, she walked over to Sean. “Oh, Sean, 

I have a classmate who knows an old alternative medicine practitioner who  

specializes in treating all kinds of complicated diseases.  

“I’ll contact him and ask him to take a look at your leg.”  

Lucy had a smile on her face and was extremely polite to Sean.  

This scene stunned the Wilson family again.  

Forget about Jeremy, what was Lucy doing?  

“After changing jobs, your skin seems to have gotten darker.”  

Sean glanced at Jeremy and said calmly.  



“Pfft.”  

Willow could not hold back her laughter.  

Then, she quickly covered her mouth and coughed to hide her embarrassment.  

The more serious Sean sounded, the more amused she was.  

“Ah, the gatekeeping post… It’s sunny there…”  

Jeremy was dumbfounded. He rubbed his cheeks and replied.  

“Sean, look. Jeremy knows he’s wrong.”  

Lucy approached Sean and hinted at him in a low voice.  

“Yes, yes, yes. Brother Sean, I know I was wrong.”  

Jeremy slightly bowed his head as he pleaded in a soft voice.  

Others might not be able to hear it, but Willow was right beside Sean, so she definitely heard it clearly.  

Thinking about what Lucy and her family had done before, then looking at how polite they  

were to Sean now…  

Willow could not helpt feel complicated emotions.  

Sean was not as useless as Fion had described.  

Perhaps Sean had never lacked in potential and outstanding traits.  

It was just that others were unwilling to discover that side of him.  

“We’ll talk about this later.”  

Sean glanced at Jeremy and replied calmly.  

“Okay, okay! Thank you, Brother Sean. I understand.”  

Jeremy was stunned for a moment. Then, he nodded excitedly.  

At the very least, Sean did not reject him outright, which meant that there was 

still room for negotiation!  

“Go ahead.”  

Sean waved his hand slightly, indicating for Jeremy and the rest to go forth.  

“Yes, yes, okay.”  

Jeremy coughed lightly. Then, he said his goodbyes and left with Lucy and the rest to greet Old Madam 

Wilson.  

The members of the Wilson family looked doubtful.  



When Lucy’s family arrived, they first greeted Sean before greeting Old Madam Wilson.  

This was…  

Did this not mean that in their hearts, Sean’s status was higher than Old Madam Wilson’s?  

“What the f*ck is going on? Has Aunt Lucy’s family gone crazy?”  

Yael touched his forehead. He could not understand what was happening.  

The others were also puzzled. They were all prepared to ask what was going on later.  

“Alright, stop fooling around.”  

“Willow, take Sean and sit down.”  

Willow’s uncle, Jonah Wilson, greeted her.  

“This… Very well!”  

The entire Wilson family was here today, so Willow did not want to spoil the fun. She nodded.  

Chapter 362 However, none of the younger members of the Wilson family came to talk to Sean and Will

ow. Sean was happy with the peace and quiet. He sat with Willow, enjoying the desserts on the table. “S

ean, try this. It‘s quite delicious.” Willow picked up a piece of chocolate cake and brought it to Sean‘s mo

uth. Sean paused for a moment before taking a bite. “It‘s indeed delicious.”  

When Yael saw this, he could not help but curse silently.  

“What the f*ck, you‘ve really reached a certain level of being useless. You even need someone to feed y

ou?”  

Yael pursed his lips and turned around impatiently. “Jeremy, you seem to know Sean. Are you friends?” 

When Yael asked this question, the young men and women from 

the Wilson family looked at Jeremy curiously.  

“He‘s... not my friend...” Jeremy quickly waved his hands. How would he dare to claim to be friends with 

Sean?!  

Sean‘s friends were Jeremy‘s superiors!  

In front of Sean, Jeremy could only carry his shoes.  

“I knew it. With Jeremy‘s status, how could he be friends with him?” “That‘s right. He‘s a cripple. Jeremy

 is just being polite by talking to him.”  

“You scared me. I was wondering what was so special about Sean.”  

The young men and women of the Wilson family curled their lips as they discussed it.  

They were either cousins or cousins–in–law to Willow.  



The Wilson family‘s usual style was to compete with each other. Furthermore, they would always make 

comparisons with those who were not as good as them. This was the only way to comfort themselves. T

herefore, Willow‘s family became their target.  

When Jeremy heard these people‘s words, he wanted 

to say something, but in the end, he sighed and did not.  

Right now, he did not have the time to care about other people‘s lives. He would be lucky if he could han

dle his own matter well.  

“Jeremy, I think you should stay away from this cripple in the future. “Birds of a feather flock together. D

on‘t let him lower your status.”  

Yael poured a glass of wine for Jeremy and said.  

“Forget it. I’m driving today, so I won’t drink.”  

Jeremy waved his hand and said, “I suggest that you guys keep your distance with Sean too. Don’t provo

ke him because-”  

Before he could finish his sentence, Yael said, “Haha, I know, Jeremy. If we interact with him too much, o

ur IQ might drop, right?”  

Jeremy was speechless. He looked at the young men and women around him and shook his head.  

At the same time, he finally realized how ridiculous and self–righteous he used to be.  

Looking at the attitudes of Yael and the others, it was as if he could see his past self.  

Arrogant, prideful, and condescending.  

Jeremy had come to his senses now. However, Yael and the others still needed to be taught a  

lesson.  

“Sure, whatever you say.”  

Jeremy waved his hand slightly and did not say anything else.  

“Haha, come drink.”  

Yael laughed heartily and invited everyone to eat and drink.  

When Lucy’s family arrived, everyone from the Wilson family was there.  

Fion’s siblings surrounded Old Madam Wilson and kept talking.  

Although Old Madam Wilson did not have any pension or savings, the Wilson family’s mansion was unde

r her name.  

Once the place was demolished, there would be a huge sum of money.  

Therefore, these brothers and sisters of the Wilson family were all fawning over Old Madam Wilson. The

y were all eyeing that piece of land.  



“Mom, Swae had her salary raised last month. It’s 6,000 dollars a month now.”  

“Old Madam, our Mandy has been promoted to a department head. She’s amazing.”  

The Wilson family members were all showing off their children in front of the old madam.  

“Not bad, not bad.”  

Old Madam Wilson smiled and slowly turned her head.  

When she looked at Fion, she wanted to ask more, but she shook her head.  

The look of disappointment in her eyes returned.  

Fion’s brothers and sisters looked at each other with deep amusement in their eyes.  

They did not know why Lucy was so polite to Sean.  

However, this did not stop them from looking down on Sean.  

“Alright, everyone seems to be doing well. I’m relieved.  

“However, in our Wilson family, Xandra’s family is the most successful.  

“I called everyone here today not only for a reunion but also because of this.”  

Old Madam Wilson spoke slowly and immediately attracted everyone’s attention. When everyone’s eye

s were on her, Old Madam Wilson slowly put down her teacup. “Ah, Mom, why don’t we stop talking ab

out it? It’s not something big.”  

Xandra waved her hands slightly and pretended to be humble. In reality, the arrogance on her face was c

learly seen.  

“No, this is not a small matter. It means a lot to our family.  

“Furthermore, there are some things that need to be known and encouraged.” Old Madam Wilson shoo

k her head slightly, but her tone was extremely serious.  

Chapter 363 “Mom, what happened? What did Big Sis do?” Lucy asked with a frown. “Xandra has alread

y bought a property in River City.  

“The area is 150 square meters!” Apart from Xandra and her family, everyone else in the Wilson family 

was stunned.  

Buying a house might not 

mean much to the city people. However, for people like them who had grown up and worked in the cou

ntryside... Buying a house in the city and settling down with a proper house was definitely not a small m

atter!  

Not only was Xandra wealthy but she was also a true city–dweller 

now! In the eyes of the villagers, the city people were definitely the representatives of wealth and powe

r. “Are you serious? You bought a house in the city? 150 square meters?” Everyone from the Wilson fam



ily was surprised. “Haha, it‘s only 150 square meters. Four bedrooms and two living rooms. It‘s not big.” 

Yael laughed and waved his hand.  

After all, this house would become his wedding home in the future. It would be his property!  

In an instant, everyone from the Wilson family looked at Xandra differently.  

Xandra had a unique 

personality. She often offended people with her words, so everyone in the Wilson family disliked her.  

However, when they found out that her family had bought 

a big house in the city, their impression of her changed.  

If one was poor in a bustling city, no one would ask. If one was rich in the mountains, even distant relativ

es would come running. 2 Their relative had bought a big house in the city. If news of this were to sprea

d, it would be very honorable!  

When Fion heard this, she felt even more displeased.  

If Sean had not lied to her and if he had bought a house, she could have shown it off!  

“Speaking of which, Fion, I have to talk about you.”  

Old Madam Wilson turned to look at Fion and said, “You‘ve been in the city for more than 20 years.  

“Come to think of it, the Quinn family is a prestigious family. They don‘t lack money, do 

they? “But from what I know, you‘re still living in that old house?”  

Fion’s face turned even redder when she heard this.  

The house that they were living in now was definitely a luxurious house 20 years ago.  

Now, it was not even a third–rate property!  

“I’ve been preparing to buy a new one recently.”  

Fion blushed and explained softly.  

However, when they heard what she said, everyone smiled in disdain.  

Anyone could talk.  

They did not know if she could really do it.  

“Sean, did Mom forget?  

“With her personality, she should be showing off our villa right now, no?”  

Willow frowned and looked at Fion in confusion.  

“I don’t know either.  

“However, there’s nothing to brag about.”  

Sean waved his hand slightly, not bothered by it.  



“Okay, then. Let’s not talk about it.‘  

Wilson nodded silently and did not mention that they had also bought a house. 1  

“Big Sis is so awesome, so awesome!”  

“A house in the city would cost at least a million, right?”  

“Hiss! Millions, that’s too scary!”  

Many of the Wilson family members lived in the countryside.  

Even if they went to the city, they would only earn a few thousand dollars a month.  

To them, a million dollars was something that they would never be able to earn in their entire lives.  

“One million? One million is only enough for a down payment.”  

Yael lit a cigarette and took a puff.  

“What? A 

million dollars is only enough for the down payment? Cousin, where did you buy your house? Why is it s

o expensive?”  

A girl beside Yael asked in surprise.  

“Golden Villa Garden. Have you heard of it?”  

Yael flicked the ash off his cigarette, the pride on his face growing.  

Hearing that, Lucy and her peers were stunned.  

The eyes of those who were the same age as Yael widened.  

“Damn! Golden Villa Garden?”  

“I heard the houses there cost at least 20,000 to 30,000 dollars per square meter.”  

“Oh my god, my aunt’s family is really amazing. Cousin, you’ve really made a name for yourself!”  

Hearing the exclamations of the Wilson family’s younger generation, Lucy and the others also understoo

d how classy this Golden Villa Garden was.  

Fion was even more exasperated!.  

She had high hopes, but Sean lied to them.  

The more she thought about it, the angrier she got.  

“Golden Villa Garden, 150 square meters. The original price is 30,000 dollars per square meter. Through 

my connections with my friend, I paid no more than 20,000 dollars per square meter.  

“I  

Yael flicked his cigarette and did not seem to care.  



“Hiss!”  

The Wilson family gasped again.  

“You guys  

also bought a house at Golden Villa Garden?”  

Willow asked subconsciously after regaining her senses.  

Chapter 364 Willow‘s words had no other meaning. However, she thought it was indeed a coincidence, s

o she said that. The speaker did not mean anything, but the listeners thought otherwise. Willow‘s words 

instantly attracted everyone‘s attention.  

“Bought a house in Golden Villa Garden too...”  

Yael frowned slightly, then curled his lips into a smile as he said, “This ‘too‘ is well–used!  

“What? Could it be that Cousin Willow‘s friend bought a property at Golden Villa Garden as well?”  

Yael‘s sarcastic words instantly caused a burst of laughter.  

That must be it.  

How could Fion‘s family afford a house in Golden Villa Garden?  

When Yael and the rest said ‘Golden Villa Garden‘, Willow actually used the word ‘too‘.  

Many people subconsciously thought that Willow‘s family had also bought a house at Golden Villa Garde

n.  

Come to think of it, it was probably bought by her friend or colleague.  

After all, a house in Golden Villa Garden was not something anyone could buy.  

Seeing that the Wilson family had started to mock Willow, Sean frowned slightly.  

Xandra and her family wanted to show off, and Sean had no interest in 

ruining their mood. Therefore, he did not mention buying a villa at Golden Villa Garden. However, these 

people act ally mocked Willow, so he would not let Yael have his way.  

“It‘s just a normal house.  

“If Willow wants it, would it be difficult for me to buy the entire Golden Villa Garden?”  

Sean‘s words instantly silenced everyone.  

Everyone slowly turned to look at Sean. “Are you kidding me?  

“What are you bragging about here?”  

Yael rubbed his head and pointed at Sean  

Many other members of the Wilson family looked at Sean 

unhappily. He was just a useless cripple. No one would bother him if he just kept quiet.  



However, he decided to draw attention to himself?  

“Damn, he even mentioned buying the entire Golden Villa Garden. Do you know how much a house cost

s there?”  

“I’m dying of laughter.”  

Everyone in the Wilson family did not know whether to laugh or cry at Sean’s words.  

Even Willow blushed. Sean was exaggerating!  

Buying the entire Golden Villa Garden required hundreds of millions of dollars!  

Even if Sean dared to boast, Willow would not believe him.  

However, seeing the disdain on the Wilson family’s faces, Willow still defended Sean.  

“Cousin, Sean doesn’t mean anything.  

“It just so happens that we bought a house at Golden Villa Garden, so I thought it was a coincidence.”  

After Willow said this, everyone looked surprised and slowly turned to look at her.  

Did Fion’s family really buy a house?  

“Which unit did you buy?”  

Xandra pouted and asked directly.  

“Golden Villa Garden’s central twin villas.”  

Willow did not pause and answered directly.  

Twin villas?  

There were many people in the Wilson family who had never heard of twin villas.  

However, even though they did not know what twin villas were, they knew what it meant!  

That was an entire villa!  

A single villa was definitely better than an apartment unit.  

Fion’s family had not bought any properties but when they did, they immediately bought a large villa?  

Impossible!  

This was impossible!  

“Hahaha! What are you bragging about?  

“Golden Villa Garden’s twin villas cost more than ten million dollars per unit.  

“And the minimum down payment is 50%. That’s close to ten million.  

“I would like to ask, can your family fork out ten million?”  



Yael laughed, his face full of disdain.  

The house that he bought was at Golden Villa Garden, so he naturally had some understanding  

of this.  

The twin villas occupied a large area and had a good view. Naturally, they were the best in the entire Gol

den Villa Garden.  

Everyone wanted the two villas there, but they first had to measure their capabilities and  

conditions.  

Just based on the fact that Willow’s family was not well–liked in 

the Quinn family to begin with and with a burden like Sean, how could they fork out ten million?  

“I’m dying of laughter. Even a storyteller wouldn’t dare say that!”  

The young men and women of the Wilson family were even more disdainful.  

If Willow said that she had only bought a normal house that cost a few hundred thousand dollars elsewh

ere, they might have believed her.  

However, a villa worth more than ten million?  

What a joke! One could not just joke around like that.  

“Fion, is it true?”  

Xandra glanced at Fion and asked with a frown.  

Fion coughed and replied with a blush.  

She knew these Wilson family members very well.  

If Willow insisted that they had bought a villa, the Wilson family would definitely say that they wanted t

o visit.  

At that time, they would not even be able to enter the door. Would that not be even more embarrassing

?  

Therefore, Fion could only respond like that.  

Chapter 365 After all, she had already investigated things thoroughly. The owner of the twin villas was s

urnamed Light. It had nothing to do with the Quinn family and Sean. “Mom?”  

Willow was stunned and looked at Fion in confusion.  

She really did not know what 

had gotten into Fion today. She usually liked to show off, but she was being so secretive now They had cl

early bought two big villas, so why was she saying that they had not? “Stop talking nonsense. Shut up.”  

Fion felt aggrieved in her heart as she frowned and berated Willow.  



Willow was speechless but could not ask about it in front of so many people. Hence, she could only shut 

her mouth and keep quiet. “Willow, this joke isn‘t funny! “I was still thinking that if you had really bough

t it, then we should go take a look at your villa.  

Xandra sneered and replied. Fion knew Xandra‘s personality, so she reacted the way she did just now.  

Fion had guessed correctly.  

“Willow, everyone wants to be respected, but pride is earned.”  

Old Madam Wilson slowly turned her head and looked at Willow to lecture her.  

“I... Grandma…”  

Willow paused for a moment but did not explain anything.  

“If you can‘t afford it, it simply means you can‘t. “If you didn‘t buy it, then you didn‘t buy it. Why lie?  

“Dignity is earned through capability, not lies.  

“Because no matter how good a lie is, one day, it‘ll be exposed.”  

Old Madam Wilson looked at Willow and frowned as she lectured her non–stop.  

“Grandma, I‘m not lying! We‘re really not!“.  

Willow shook her head slightly and wanted to explain immediately.  

“Don‘t say anymore. I know you‘ve been stubborn since you were young. I won‘t say anymore.  

Old Madam Wilson waved her hand slightly, interrupting Willow and letting this matter pass.  

“Sigh…”  

Willow sighed softly. She suddenly understood how aggrieved Sean felt when he was framed by the loan

 company.  

At that time, Willow’s impression of Sean had changed, so she did not believe Sean’s words. and did not 

want to hear his explanation.  

The situation now was very similar to then.  

Everyone from the Wilson family looked at Fion’s family differently.  

Therefore, they did not believe that Fion’s family could afford a big villa.  

“It’s fine, let them keep talking nonsense.”  

“If they keep doing it, I’ll teach them a lesson later.”  

Sean looked at Willow and replied nonchalantly.  

“Mm…”  

Willow nodded slightly and did not say anything else.  



Seeing Willow and her family shut up, Yael laughed coldly.  

“Big Sis, has your house been renovated?”  

“Can we go take a look?”  

“What a coincidence, Jeremy and my daughter need to buy a house to get married.”  

Lucy looked at Xandra and asked with a cough.  

“Of course, you can. Since we said we bought it, then we’ve really bought it.  

“Unlike some people who puff themselves up at their own cost.  

“Mom, the timing is just nice. Shall I bring you over?”  

Xandra smiled proudly. She knew that there would be people who did not believe her.  

Therefore, she only revealed this matter after settling everything.  

“Alright, I’ll go with you.  

“My girl has grown up.”  

Old Madam Wilson smiled in relief. Then, she stood up with the help of others.  

“Sean, let’s…”  

Willow turned around to seek Sean’s opinion.  

“Go ahead. I happen to have the keys with me.  

“Let Aunt Fion and Uncle Kent take a look.”  

Willow nodded her head as well.  

“Fion, what are you waiting for? Let’s go!”  

Seeing that Fion was standing still, Xandra deliberately shouted.  

“Big Sis, we still have things to do. We won’t be going.”  

Fion coughed and tried to find an excuse to leave.  

“Huh, what’s the matter? Postpone it.  

“It wasn’t easy for us to get together. What’s wrong with accompanying Mom to see the house?”  

Xandra knew that Fion was just embarrassed, but she wanted Fion to see that she was doing better than

 her.  

“Yes, Third Aunt, let’s go together. It’ll be so lively.”  

“Let’s go together. Let’s take a look at the nice house.”  

Old Madam Wilson also said, “This is indeed a big matter for the Wilson family.  



“Therefore, everything should be left in the past. If your matter is not that important, push it back.”  

Since even Old Madam Wilson had spoken, Fion could not say anything else and could only nod in agree

ment.  

“Let’s go, let’s go! Let’s go together. After we’re done looking at the house, I’ll get Yael to invite everyon

e to a luxury hotel for dinner!”  

Xandra covered her mouth and laughed. The smugness in her eyes was obvious.  

The Wilson family left immediately.  

Willow pushed Sean as they followed behind Fion and Kent.  

Chapter 366 Although the members of the Wilson family were not considered rich, they all drove their o

wn cars when they came here.  

Regardless of the level, there was no need to 

take a taxi. “Ah, Jeremy‘s Cadillac costs more than 300,000 dollars, right?” A member of the Wilson famil

y asked Jeremy.  

“Cough, that‘s about right.”  

I  

Jeremy, who was usually very spirited, was unusually low–

key today. When the question was asked, he finally spoke. “Of course, that‘s Jeremy‘s car. The rest of us 

all have cars that are less than 100,000 dollars in value.  

“I think Jeremy and Yael are the richest in the Wilson family. Their cars are the best too.” Some member

s of the Wilson family 

seized the opportunity to flatter Jeremy and Yael. “It‘s okay. My car is only about 300,000.” Yael waved 

his hand slightly, his face full of pride.  

After all, his car was definitely the best car among the Wilson family members. However, the next secon

d, he turned around and was stunned. “F*ck! A BMW 5 Series?”  

Hearing Yael‘s voice, the Wilson family turned to look at the BMW.  

It was a dark brown BMW 5 Series. It looked calm and imposing. The high–

quality paint on the car and its unique sky–blue and white car logo made it look impressive. 1  

Before this, Yael and Jr remy had the best cars.  

However, this BMW 5 Series suppressed their cars instantly. After all, the price of this BMW was double 

that of Yael‘s car. “Wow, whose relative is this? They‘re driving a BMW.” The members of the Wilson fa

mily were speechless. After all, many of them had never seen much of the world as they were villagers.  

To them, a BMW or a Mercedes–Benz was definitely a first–class luxury car.  

Meanwhile, Yael frowned, feeling very displeased.  



His car was supposed to be the best, but now that it had been overshadowed by a BMW, how could he f

eel comfortable about it?  

“Whose car is this? Why is it parked outside my house? “Don’t you know this is our private residence? Y

ou‘re using my house as a free parking lot?  

“Hurry up and drive it away, or I’ll get someone to drag you away.”  

Yael pointed at the BMW as he shouted at the crowd.  

“Stop shouting, this is my car.”  

At that moment, a voice came from behind Yael.  

Swoosh!  

The members of the Wilson family suddenly turned around to look at the source of the voice.  

Only then did they realize that it was Sean.  

“Gasp! This car belongs to Sean?  

“Are you kidding me? This is the BMW 5 Series!”  

“Impossible, he’s just acting cool.”  

The young men and women of the Wilson family mumbled softly.  

“Sean, can you stop bragging?  

“You first bragged about the house and now you’re bragging about the car?  

“Come, if it’s yours, start the engine now!  

“If you can drive it, I’ll eat the tires on the spot!”  

Yael pointed at Sean and snorted.  

The members of the Wilson family looked at Sean with a sneer.  

However, Sean did not say anything and only took the car keys from Kent.  

Seeing this, Yael slowly widened his eyes.  

When Sean’s fingers pressed the car keys, Yael had a bad feeling.  

Click!  

Beep! Beep!  

Sean pressed the unlock button lightly, 

and the BMW in the distance unlocked. The headlights even flashed twice.  

The whole place was dead silent.  

“F*ck! It really belongs to his family?”  



“Willow’s family can even drive a BMW 5 Series?”  

When everyone came to their senses, they were all stunned.  

Meanwhile, Sean nodded at Yael.  

“Eat. Any one will do.”  

“There’s a spare tire in the trunk too.”  

When Sean said this, Yael’s face flushed red like a pig’s liver.  

This was too f*cking humiliating!  

Every word that Yael said earlier was like a resounding slap to his face.  

“Sean, don’t be unreasonable.”  

“It’s just a BMW. Our house’s value is a few times more than your car.”  

When Xandra saw that her son had been defeated, she immediately jumped out.  

“Big Sis, don’t say that.  

“Sean didn’t say that. It was Yael who said he wanted to eat the car’s tires.”  

Fion harrumphed and stepped forward to continue the conversation.  

Although she did 

not like Sean, she did not have a good impression of Xandra either. Therefore, she definitely could not le

t Xandra win everything.  

“Hmph!”  

Xandra snorted and did not say anything else.  

Sean shook his head slightly before getting into the car with Willow and the rest.  

The expressions of the Willow family members were complicated.  

Could it be that Fion’s family had risen to power in the Quinn family?  

If that was the case, they had to find an opportunity to curry favor with them!  

After all, the Quinn family in River City was definitely a top family.  

“Let’s go.”  

Xandra had a dark expression on her face. Then, she called out to everyone and got into the car.  

Yael, on the other hand, was indignant as he helped Old Madam Wilson into his car.  

“It’s just a lousy car. The down payment for that car is, at most, 100,000 dollars. It’s nothing!  

“When they see our house later, they’ll be blinded!”  



Yael drove the Wilson family to Golden Villa Garden.  

Chapter 367 On the way there.  

Kent drove while Fion sat in the passenger seat.  

Sean and Willow sat in the backseat.  

Fion‘s expression was ugly.  

In reality, she was feeling even worse.  

She could already imagine how Xandra‘s family and the Wilson family would laugh at them later.  

Therefore, she had the urge to turn around and run. “When people have money, they buy a house to set

tle down in first. When they have more money, only then do they buy a car. “After all, a house is a neces

sity, while a car is a luxury. “Our family is great. What‘s the point of buying such a car?”  

The more Fion thought about it, the more uncomfortable she felt.  

“Mom, what‘s wrong with you today? “Why do I feel like you‘re acting weird?” Willow sat in the backsea

t and frowned at Fion. “What? Did I say something wrong?” “If you‘re really rich, even if you ride a bicycl

e, people will say you‘re just trying to be healthy.  

“But you don‘t even have a place to stay. Even if you drive a car that costs one million, people will still sa

y you‘re poor!” Fion crossed her arms before her chest. She did not even bother to fasten her seatbelt. 

Her tone was filled with resentment.  

“Mom!”  

Willow shook her head and said, “What do you mean that we have no place to stay?  

“Didn‘t I tell you? I‘m getting someone to do formaldehyde removal before we move in.  

“It‘s for our health. Why won‘t you listen?”  

It was fine if Willow did not say that, but after she said that, Fion was even more furious. “You‘re 

still spouting nonsense. Do you really think I don‘t know anything?  

“Okay, let me tell you this today!”  

Fion immediately lowered her arm, smoothed her sleeves, and turned around.  

Bang! Kent, who had been silent all this while, reached out and slammed the steering wheel.  

“Enough!  

“Isn’t it embarrassing enough to be involved in such trivial matters?  

“Do you  

know what it means to have a peaceful and prosperous home? There needs to be peace at home for it t

o be able to prosper!  



“Look at you, Fion. You’re always doing this and that, causing chaos in the house. You always just do wh

at you want!”  

Kent’s unprecedented dominance stunned the other three.  

As the son–in–law of the Wilson family, not only did he lose to his mother–in–

law today but he was even given sarcastic remarks from time to time.  

Naturally, he felt extremely aggrieved.  

Now, it was as if he had found an outlet to vent his emotions.  

“What did I do? Kent, speak properly!”  

After Fion came back to her senses, she started to argue with Kent.  

Willow and Sean exchanged glances before shaking their heads helplessly.  

On the other hand, Fion had already pointed the spearhead at Kent and started to yell loudly.  

As Kent drove, he would occasionally reply with a few words and the argument went on.  

“I’m really afraid that we’ll be like them in the future…”  

Willow lowered her head and said softly.  

“No way.”  

Sean shook his head slightly.  

The conflict between Fion and Kent was ultimately 

because their living conditions were inferior to others.  

It was just resentment.  

To put it bluntly, they had no money.  

For Sean, a problem that could be solved with money was not a problem at all.  

Therefore, this kind of situation naturally would not happen to Willow and him.  

In River City’s Golden Villa Garden’s residential area.  

With Yael’s family leading the way, the Wilson family naturally had no obstructions.  

After the guard confirmed the details, he immediately let them in.  

The members of the Wilson family praised him again.  

This was a high–

end residential area with strict management. If they had come here by themselves, they would definitel

y not be qualified to enter!  

Especially Fion. She knew this better than anyone else.  



It was because she was rejected just yesterday.  

Thinking about how she had to show her elder sister, Xandra, some respect when she came here today, 

Fion’s heart was filled with anxiety.  

Under Yael’s lead, everyone parked their cars and got out.  

“My goodness, this district is really impressive!”  

“This is really different from the houses in our town. Look at this building, look at the greenery.”  

“Living in a place like this will definitely add ten more years to one’s life.”  

The members of the Wilson family were like tourists who were in New York for the first time. There wer

e endless exclamations.  

Even Lucy nodded. If Jeremy wanted to marry her daughter, he would have to buy a house here.  

“Not bad, not bad at all.”  

Old Madam Wilson was supported by someone. As she looked around, she exclaimed softly.  

“Haha, Mom, not bad, right?”  

“This Golden Villa Garden is considered a high–end residential area in River City.  

“In the entire River City, there aren’t many people who can live here.”  

At that moment, Xandra was bragging to the crowd. Anyway, her family had the biggest spotlight shining

 on them at the moment. No one would refute her.  

“You’ve grown up. You’re a big girl now!”  

Old Madam Wilson looked very satisfied and kept praising her.  

“Then let’s go to our house to take a look, okay?”  

“Our house is in the Golden Villa District, and the location is considered to be one of the better  

ones.  

Xandra first glanced at Fion, then invited everyone over.  

Everyone quickly nodded and followed behind Xandra.  

“Willow, let’s go take a look over there?”  

Sean had no interest in looking at Xandra’s family’s house, so he pointed in the direction of the central vi

lla.  

Chapter 368  

“Uh...”  

Willow hesitated.  



“Willow, what are you waiting for?” “Stunned by the grandness of this place? Don‘t be like that. After all

, you guys are the ‘rich‘ who can drive a BMW 5 Series.”  

Yael chuckled and added, “I wonder how that BMW 5 Series came about?” Hearing Yael‘s 

words, some of the Willow family members laughed.  

What did it matter if they drove a BMW 5 Series?  

They did not even solve the problem of housing, yet they 

insisted on using a BMW to save their dignity. Only a fool would do something like that.  

“Let‘s go take a look, then. We‘ll not ruin everyone‘s mood.” kent shook his head and followed the other

s.  

Although he did not want to visit Xandra‘s house, since everyone was going, it would be inappropriate if 

they did not. “Sean, what do you think?” Willow turned her head slightly, seeking Sean‘s opinion. “We c

an go take a look.  

“The renovation on our side is not perfect. 

“Let‘s take a look at the renovation of their house. That‘ll give us a good point of reference.” Hearing Sea

n‘s words, Willow nodded slightly before pushing Sean forward. “Hehehe.” Yael smiled meaningfully. Th

en, he shook his keys and led the way. The location of the house that Xandra‘s family bought was really 

not bad.  

It was not near the edge but closer to the center. Sean estimated the distance. Yael‘s house was only a f

ew hundred meters away from the twin villas in the center.  

After looking around, he could bring Fion and Kent to see the interior of the villas.  

After all, he and Willow had seen the place before but Fion and Kent had not.  

“How is it, Willow? Is my house decent?”  

Inside Yael‘s house, the Wilson family was looking around. Yael asked Willow the question. “It‘s pretty g

ood. The houses in Golden Villa Garden are all pretty good.”  

Willow nodded and said from the bottom of her heart.  

“Sean, what do you think?  

“It should be slightly better than your BMW.”  

Yael rubbed his head and laughed, looking at Sean playfully.  

“It’s alright. It’s… acceptable…”  

Sean paused, but his tone was still a little tactful.  

“What did you say?”  

However, after hearing Sean’s words, Yael suddenly raised his voice and shouted.  

This shout immediately attracted the Wilson family’s attention.  



The members of the Wilson family who were looking around all walked over upon hearing the commoti

on.  

“Cousin, what’s going on?”  

A girl around Willow’s age asked.  

“Hehe, this idiot really makes me laugh.  

“He actually said that my house is only so–so and not bad!”  

Yael sneered.  

“F*ck, is he crazy? This house is just so–so?  

“Look at this area, look at this floor–to–ceiling window, look at this renovation!  

“Cousin, don’t lower yourself to his level. How can someone like him, who hasn’t seen the world, recogn

ize something good?”  

Hearing Yael’s words, many people in the Wilson family started discussing with disdain.  

Only Lucy and Jeremy remained silent.  

If it were in the past, they would definitely join in and mock Sean.  

Now, they did not dare to.  

“This is a specially discounted unit, right?”  

However, what Sean said next stunned Xandra and Yael.  

A trace of awkwardness appeared on their faces. However, it was soon covered up.  

“Sean, what are you talking about?”  

“I gave a down payment of more than one million dollars. How did this house become a specially discou

nted unit?”  

Yael frowned as he looked at Sean, his tone full of displeasure.  

“That’s right. This is such a good house, and even we can’t get our hands on it. How could it be a speciall

y discounted one?”  

“He just can’t afford it himself, so he’s a little angry.”  

“Sean, stop teasing us. Do you know what a specially discounted unit is?”  

Everyone from the Wilson family criticized Sean.  

Even Willow quietly tugged on Sean’s clothes, telling him not to say anything.  

“This whole apartment building is considered the biggest failure in the Golden Villa Garden  

District.  



Chapter 369 “From the outside, the size of the house is boxy. The ratio of depth to width is also very inc

onsistent.  

“Other than that, there‘s a trash collection station 50 

meters away. There‘ll definitely be a problem with the stench in summer.”  

Sean pointed at the window, and everyone immediately turned to look.  

There was indeed a trasli collection station over there.  

Meanwhile, Yael‘s face was slightly red.  

Of course, he knew about these problems very well.  

However, if he wanted to take advantage of things, he had to be prepared to make sacrifices.  

“But these problems are not big. They can be resolved later.”  

“This apartment building is fine for units on the fifth floor to the top floor. The units on the first to the fo

urth floor aren‘t suitable for living, and your unit is on the fourth floor.” Sean crossed his arms and said c

almly.  

“What‘s wrong with the fourth floor? I think it‘s very good.”  

Yael straightened his neck and scolded Sean.  

Sean glanced at Yael and shook his head slightly.  

“There‘s a building on the east and south side.”  

Sean pointed outside the window as he spoke. “With the height of those two buildings, they‘ll definitely 

block out the light here.  

“Based on the distance between the two buildings and this building, the first to fourth floors of this build

ing are even less briglit.  

“The location itself is not good, and the southeast side has two buildings 

on either side. Living in a place that barely gets any sunlight...” Sean paused and shook his head. He did 

not know if it could extend one‘s lifespan, but one would definitely feel unwell if one stayed here for too

 long. “Sean, stop talking nonsense. Do you think you‘re an architecture professor? “Let me tell you, I‘ve 

asked an architect to take a look at this house. The location is definitely very good!  

“Also, what you said is completely wrong. It‘s all nonsense!”  

Furious, Yael pointed at Sean and shouted.  

Sean, on the other hand, remained silent and looked into the distance through the window.  

They had not noticed it earlier, but after hearing Sean‘s explanation, they realized that  

something was wrong.  

It was close to noon and the sun was supposed to be directly overhead.  



This French window faced the south, so logically speaking, the sun should be shining directly  

at them.  

However, the Wilson family could only see the tall building at the south.  

All the sunlight was blocked.  

There was not a single ray of light in the room. In fact, it gave off an eerie feeling.  

The sunlight only reached past the fourth floor of the building.  

“This…”  

Seeing this, the Wilson family was stunned.  

On the other hand, Yael’s family gritted their teeth in displeasure.  

They naturally knew what Sean was talking about.  

Things were different now than 

in the past. Those in real estate did not dare to lie to customers too much, so they would explain the pro

blems of specially discounted properties to the customers first.  

After all, there had to be a reason for the properties being so cheap.  

Therefore, Yael and the rest already knew everything that Sean had said.  

However, in order to get the specially discounted unit and show it off in front of the Wilson family, Yael s

till went through with the purchase.  

He did not expect Sean to have such sharp eyes and see through everything.  

“That’s enough. Even if it’s a specially discounted house, Xandra bought it.”  

Old Madam Wilson frowned slightly before speaking up for Xandra.  

Hearing this, everyone from the Wilson family reacted.  

“That’s right! Even if it’s a specially discounted house, they can still afford it.  

“If you don’t like this house, why don’t you buy a better one? Can you afford it?  

“A typical case of jealousy. Aunty, ignore him.”  

The members of the Wilson family discussed fervently.  

Even though Xandra’s house was indeed a specially discounted property, at the 

very least, they could afford such a house.  

Sean had nothing. What right did he have to judge as a cripple sitting in a wheelchair?  

“Hmph! If you say that my house is not good, then which house is good?”  

Yael was a little angry and asked coldly.  



“The best house in Golden Villa Garden is, of course, the prime unit in the central location, the twin villa

s.”  

Sean shook his head slightly.  

2/3  

“Haha! I’m dying of laughter. I also know that the twin villas are good.  

“But you, Sean, have to be able to afford it!”  

Yael was stunned for a moment before he laughed instead of getting angry.  

“I’m sorry, but I can really afford the twin villas.”  

A teasing smile appeared on Sean’s lips. Since Yael was asking to be hit, then he would not hesitate to do

 so.  

If he did not fight, would he not be wasting Yael’s good intentions?  

“Yeah, you can buy it. Sure you can…”  

Yael wanted to retort, but before he could finish his sentence, he froze.  

He saw Sean slowly reach out to take out something that looked like keys.  

“What is that?”  

Yael frowned. This was not the keys to the BMW!  

“The key to the twin villas.”  

Sean explained calmly.  

1  

Everyone from the Wilson family was stunned and looked at the keys in Sean’s hand.  

Fion’s eyes widened as she stared at Sean in disbelief.  

1  

They were currently at Golden Villa Garden. If Sean still dared to lie, he would be exposed immediately.  

No matter how foolish Sean was, he would never do something so foolish.  

Could he really have….  

Fion did not dare to think further.  

Chapter 370 If Sean could really afford the villa that cost 20 million dollars… Putting everything else 

aside, at least at this moment, it would definitely earn her some respect! Therefore, a lot of hope rose in 

Fion’s heart. “Haha! What are you pretending for? “Your house keys look like this? Is this a 

lighter?” After Yael recovered from his shock, he burst into laughter. The other members of the Wilson 

family were stunned at first. Then, they pondered for two seconds and nodded. 



That thing that looked like car keys were keys to a door? 

In their impression, it looked like a long iron key. 

“A frog in a well.” 

Sean shook his head slightly before turning his wheelchair and wheeling out. “Where are you going? I’ve 

exposed you, so you don’t have the gall to stay here anymore?” Yael frowned, his eyes filled with 

disdain. 

“Willow, call Dad and Mom. We can go take a look at the renovations.” 

Sean could not be bothered with Yael and looked at Willow. 

Willow immediately nodded and followed Sean out with a dumbfounded Fion. 

“Willow, are you crazy? Is this for real? 

“Don’t embarrass me even more after this!” 

Fion gulped and asked. 

“Mom, what are you talking about? “Didn’t I already show you the contract?” 

Willow was speechless. Why did Fion still not believe that Sean had bought a house? 

“But…” 

Fion paused and wanted to say something. 

“No buts. Let’s go take a look first.” 

Willow waved her hand and pushed Sean’s wheelchair. 

“Cousin, this…” 

One of the Wilson family members looked at Yael in a daze. 

“Hmph! Let’s go have a look too. 

“I’d like to see how long he can pretend. 

“If he can afford the twin villas, not only will I eat the tires, I’ll eat the whole car!” 

Yael harrumphed coldly before summoning the rest to follow him. 

The Wilson family walked toward the best units in Golden Villa Garden. 

However, this time, Sean’s family was the one taking the lead. 

As they got closer and closer to the center, the Wilson family could not help but exclaim again. 

Without comparison, there would be no harm. 

Before, they did not think much of it, but now, after comparing Sean and Yael’s houses… 



Yael’s house immediately fell into a disadvantageous position. 

That was the difference between heaven and earth! 

Even Xandra was speechless. 

The more Yael thought about it, the more uncomfortable he felt. 

“Hmph! There are so many good houses everywhere. 

“There are many better houses than the ones in Golden Villa Garden. 

“The main question is whether one can afford it or not! I think going for what one can afford is the 

best.” 

When Yael said this, everyone from the Wilson family immediately nodded. 

“Exactly. A house in Beverly Hills costs tens of millions.” 

“The point is, if you can’t afford it, it’s useless.” 

“That’s right. If Cousin can afford it, he can afford it. Unlike some people who want to brag at their own 

expenses.” 

“Hey, don’t say that first. Since we’re already here, let’s see how he’ll continue acting.” 

Everyone from the Wilson family banded together to criticize Sean. These words made Yael feel 

extremely pleased. 

Soon, they arrived at the best location in Golden Villa Garden, the Twin Villa District. 

From afar, the two villas looked exactly the same. 

The grandiose architectural layout and the high-class decorations dazzled everyone’s eyes. 

The Wilson family could not help but click their tongues. 

Previously, Yael had told them that a villa in Golden Villa Garden cost more than ten million. dollars. 

Those of the older generation were all skeptical. 

Back home, 200,000 to 300,000 dollars was enough to build a nice three-story bungalow. 

Could a house worth tens of millions be one made of gold? 

At that moment, when the twin villas appeared before them, they finally believed that there was a 

possibility that these villas were worth tens of millions! 

Yael’s ordinary apartment unit cost several million. 

On the other hand, these twin villas were huge. 

Whether it was the green environment or the layout of the villas, everything seemed to give off a noble 

feeling. 



The surrounding residential buildings maintained a certain distance from the villa. They would not block 

the light. 

The surrounding buildings were like stars surrounding the moon, highlighting the beauty of the twin 

villas. 

It was no exaggeration to say that the twin villas were like the twin stars of Golden Villa Garden. 

It was incomparably dazzling and resplendent. Everyone’s attention was on them. 

“Magnificent! What a great house!” 

Willow’s uncle slapped his thigh and exclaimed. 

The other members of the Wilson family also nodded in praise. 

The envy in their eyes was obvious. 

At that moment, Fion’s eyes were filled with hope. 

If their family really bought this house, how great would that be?! 

Now, she had no idea how Sean was going to conclude this. 

 


